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With their bold foliage, exuberant colors, and luscious scents, exotic plants ignite curiosity and thrill

the senses. Fortunately for gardeners in the world's temperate regions, it's not necessary to live in

the tropics to experience spiky agaves, bright cannas, and the flame-like blooms of Strelitzia

reginae.The Encyclopedia of of Exotic Plants for Temperate Climates showcases an unparalleled

array of exotic plants sure to delight gardeners who covet their dramatic effects and flamboyant

beauty. Drawing on his experience running the acclaimed Exotic Garden in decidedly un-tropical

Norwich, England, Will Giles shows howâ€”with a dash of insider know-howâ€”a myriad of beguiling

exotics can be persuaded to flourish in the unlikeliest places.Lavishly illustrated, this book is an

inspirational and authoratative resource. It will inspire gardeners to question conventional hardiness

restrictions, experiment with new plants, and create gardens that are out of the ordinary.
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â€œThis lavishly illustrated guide to the bold foliage, exuberant colors and heady fragrances of

exotic plants will inspire any local gardener to experiment with zonal denial and plant more spiky

agaves, bold cannas, and hardy banana and palm trees. . . . The luscious photos of these unusual

plants will seduce any gardener into planting a bed of these wild and exotic specimens. If your

landscape needs a wake-up call, this book will be its three-alarm siren.â€•Â â€”Seattle

Post-Intelligencer â€œHereâ€™s the book for you if youâ€™re a hopelessly adventuresome

â€˜envelope-pusherâ€™ in the garden.â€•Â â€”Harrisburg Patriot-News â€œA feast for gardeners who



love a challenge and who embrace Gilesâ€™ adventurous spirit, his sense that the garden should

be a place of fun, pleasure and fulfillment. . . . If his enthusiasm doesnâ€™t get you, his gorgeous

color photographs will.â€•Â â€”Manchester (CT) Journal Inquirer â€œDrawing on his experience

running the acclaimed Exotic Garden in the very temperate Norwich, England, author Will Giles

demonstrates how plants that supposedly shouldnâ€™t survive in temperate areas can be

persuaded to prosper in the most dubious places.â€•Â â€”Garden Compass Â 

With their bold foliage, exuberant colours, and luscious scents, exotic plants ignite curiosity and thrill

the senses. Fortunately for gardeners in the world's cooler regions, it's not necessary to live in the

tropics to experience spiky agaves, bright cannas, and the striking flame-like blooms of "Strelitzia

reginae." Showcasing an unparalleled array of exotic plants, this authoritative resource is sure to

delight gardeners who covet their dramatic effects and flamboyant beauty. Drawing on his

experience running the acclaimed Exotic Garden in decidedly untropical Norwich, England, Will

Giles shows how--with a dash of insider knowledge--a myriad of beguiling exotics can be persuaded

to flourish in the unlikeliest of places.  With more than 1500 species and cultivars described, the

encyclopedia covers many plant groups, including aroids, bananas, gingers, bromeliads, cacti,

yuccas, ferns, palms and more. Detailed cultivation advice enables gardeners of all levels to make

informed choices from the expansive plant palette, and information on geographic origins,

microclimates, and recommended nurseries in the United Kingdom and North America enhances

this comprehensive volume. Lavishly illustrated with over 500 dazzling colour photos, this vital

reference will inspire gardeners to question conventional hardiness restrictions, experiment with

new plants, and create gardens that are out of the ordinary.

Excellent reference for gardeners. I spotted this book at the Kauai National Tropical Botanical

Gardens, then later purchased it as a gift. The recipient was so delighted they also bought another

copy for a friend. Beautiful illustrations. Beautiful book! I would highly recommend this!

informative

Exotic plants, temperate climates - the possibilities' are endless if you know what temperature range

a plant can withstand. High-impact plants are all the rage these days, and Will Giles profiles more

than 1500 of them in his book Encyclopedia of Exotic Plants for Temperate Climates.This book

offers readers in cool climates information on exotic plants that can thrive in their region thus



allowing them to introduce the flamboyant beauty of the tropics to their own backyard.Many of the

plants profiled are also photographed so that readers can see what the plant looks like. Latin as well

as common names are used in each profile. Next is a listing telling of the plants hardiness and sun

or shade requirements. This information is followed by a brief description of the plant.This is a must

have book that should be on the shelves of all serious gardeners' reference books.

Loads of great ideas in this book.

After discovering Will Giles Exotic Garden on the web I just had to have a copy of the book. I love it.

GREAT INFORMATION

i like it.
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